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Let F (x,y) be t he joint d istri but ion function of (X, y), possessing a probability density 
funct ion f(x,y). Let F I(X) and l>'2(Y) be the marginal distribut ion fun ctions of X and Y re
spectively. Let a be a quantile of FI (x) and f3 be a quantile of F2(y). A random sampl e 
(X k, Y k), k= 1, 2, ... , n, is drawn a nd t he values on each variate are ordered so that 
X:< X; a nd Y;< Y; if i < j. Let i and j be the greatest integers such t hat i /n::;' FI (a) and 
j /n::;' F2(f3), a nd let NI be the number of elements (X, Y) such t hat X<X; am! Y < Y. The 
joint distributio n of (M ,X;, Y;) is obtained and is shown to I'e asymptot icall y ;lOrlllal. 
Estimates a nd co nfidence limits on t he parameters of interest are also given. 

1. Summary 

The exact distribution of quantiles as well as its 
limiting form is well known in the u nivari,1te case. l 

Mood 2 investigated the join t distribution of media ns 
in samples from a multivariate population and 
showed that it is asymptotically norm al. In this 
paper the exact joint distribution of quantiles and an 
am:iliary stn.tistie in samples from a bivariate popu
lation are obtained and it is shown that the joint 
distribution is asymptotically trivariate normal. 
The auxiliary statistic is utilized to estimate the 
correlation coefficient between quantiles a nd also for 
se tting up confidence limi ts on it . E st imates for an 
ordinate of a univariate probabili ty density function 
(pdf) are also obtained. These are used in seLting 
confidence limits on the quantiles. 

2 . Introduction 

Let F (x,y) be the distribution function of (X, y) 
possessing a pdf f(x,y). Let the marginal distribution 
function of X be deBoted by F1(x) and that of Y by 
F2(y). Let a be a quantile of F1(x) and (3 be a 
quantile of F2(y). It is assumed that the first and 
second partial derivatives of F(x,y) are continuous 
in a neighborhood of (a, {3 ) and that f(a,{3) ~O. A 
random sample (X k,Yk), lc = I , 2, ... , n, is drawn 
from F (x, y). Let the sample values of X be ordered 
so that 

X~< X;< ... <X~. 

Similarly, let Y ;< Y; .. . < Y~. All such samples 
for which X;=X~ or Y; = Y~ for different indices i 
and j may be excluded from consider a tion, as these 
amples form a set of probability zero. Let i and j 

be the integers such that 
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H elice iln= FI (a) -Olin, j /n=Ji'2({3) -02/n, ° ::::;01, 02< l. 
If M denotes the number of clemen ts (X, Y) in the 

sample such that X < X; a nd Y< Y;, then M is a 
discrete-valued random variable with possible values 
0,1, .. . ,min (i- I, j- I). 

First the exact distribution of (M, X;, Y') is ob
tained for a fixed n. Thell the asymptotic clistribu
tion of the standardized variates is fo und when 
n, i, j-'.>oo so that i/n-'.>FI (a) and j /n-'.>F2({3). 

3 . Joint Distribution of the Three Variables 

Let us take a Euclidean plane (x, y) to represent 
the sample points. Given two numbers Xo and Yo, 
the lines X= Xo and y = Yo divide the plane into four 
quadrants, namely 

Ql ={ (X, y): x< xo, y< Yo }, 

Q2={(X, y): x<xo, y > Yo }, 

Q3 = {(x, y): x > xo, y< Yo }, 

Q4={ (X, y): x > xo, y > Yo}. 

Let p ;=Pr{ (X, Y)eQ d , i = I , 2, 3, 4. Then 

-F2(yo)+F(xo, Yo). 

X; will fall in (xo, xo+dxo) and Y; will fall in (Yo, 
yo+dyo) in all samples (Xk , Y k ), lc = I , ... ,n, such 
that the following statements hold simul taneously : 

(1) i- I points fall on the left of the line X=Xo, 
n-i points on the right of it, and one point on it; 

(2) j - I points fall below the line y = Yo, n-j 
points above it, and one poin t on it. 

Let (xo, Y') and (X' ,Yo) denote the points which 
fall on X=Xo and y= Yo respectively. There are five 
distinct possibilities : 
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Caso (1): 
Case (2): 
Caso (3) : 
Case (4) : 
Case (5): 

X' < Xo and Y ' < Yo, 
X' < xo and Y' > Yo, 
X ' >xo and Y' < Yo, 
X' > xo and Y' > Yo, 
X' = Xo, in which case there is only 
ono point (xo,Yo), common to both 
t he lines. 

where all the partial d erivatives are evaluated at 
(xo, Yo). 

H ence the joint pdf of (X;,Y~), p(xo,Yo) , is given by 

i-I 
p (xo,Yo) = ~ P( m,xo,Yo) , - 00 :S xo, Yo:S 00, (3.4) 

m=O 

W e will consider Pr(M= m , xo:SX; :Sxo+ dxo, Yo 
:S Y ; :SYo+ dYo)= P (m,xo,Yo)dxodyo. If }.;[=m, then, a nd the probability distribution of M is given by 
in case (1), thero will be i-m-2, j-m-2 and 
n-i-j+ m + 2 points in Q2 , Q3, and Q4 rospectively. J'" J'" 
The probability of such a sample is given by P(m)= _'" _'" P(m,xo,Yo)dxodyo , 

m= O,l, . , "i- I. (3.5) 

. , oFoF n!1?"'1?i-m - 2p' -m-2pn+m-i-,+2_ - dxody 
1 2 3 4 ox oy 0 4. Asymptotic Distribution 

In this section the following will be found : 
m! (i-m-2) ! (j-m- 2)! (n+ m-i-j+2)!' 

(3.1) 

whero the p~Lrtial derivatives are evaluated at (xo,Yo). 
The contribution to P (m,xo,Yo) from other cases 
may be found similarly. The possible values of m 
in each caso are determined by the rule that negative 
factorials are not allowed. For examplo, in case (1), 
the maximum possible value of m is min(i-2, j-2) 
and the minimum possible value is max(O,i+j -n 
- 2). It will b e assumed that the suffixes 1 and 2 
are so chosen that FI (a ) :S F 2 ((3) and h once i:Sj. 
Thus, with t he convention that the terms involving 
negative factorials b e replaced with zeros, 

(i) The limit of the pdf of (U, V) , p(u,v) (the no
tation p is used generically to denoto a pdf) where 

(ii) The asymptotic probability distribu tion of 
Q= M /n as n -o> oo . 

5 

The following operations are performed. 
(1) Write 

P (m,xo,Yo)=~ P k(m,xJ,Yo), 
k=l 

m = O,I, .. . , i-I, - 00 :Sxo, Yo:S 00, (3.2) 

where PI is as given in (3. 1) and 

n!p7'p~-"'-2p~-m-lp~+m-i-H I (II (xo)- ~;) ~: 
P 2 m!(i-m-2) !(j-m- l )!(n+m-i-j+ I)!' 

n'pmpi-m-Ip i-m-2p n+1I,-i-i+1 of (1 (y ) _ OF) 
P 3 • I 2 3 4 ox 2 0 oy 

m !(i-m- I)!(i-m-2) !(n+ m-i-j+ I )! ' 

p n! pI"p~-m-lp~-m-lp~+m-i-H II(xo,Yo) 

5 m!(i - m- I)!(i-m-l) !(n+ m-i-j + I)!' 
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where all the partial derivatives arc evaluated at 
(a,{3). It is obser ved that by our assumptions non e 
of Lb e quantities ii, !2, gl , g2, and! is equal to zero . 
Iti further observed that F .:S FI since F(a,{3) .:S F(a,oo ). 
Also, 

and g2':s!2, so that O':scl , C2.:S1. 
(2) For S"?2 , use Stirling's approximation , 

S! = .fi; S S+1/2e-S[l + O(S-I )]. 

(3) Write 

m /n = q, l /n = dq. 

This operation is equivalent to replacing the discrete 
random variable M /n by a continuou random varia
ble Q over the r ange (0,F1- l /n). Howcver, 
I Q- Nl/nl < l /n . 

If by these operations P (m,xo,Yo) dxodyo is trans
formed in to p(q,xo,yo)dqdxodyo, th en 

where 

(4.2) 

n3/2p~(FI- q) 3/2(F2-q) 3/2 [OF of 
(27r)3 /2 (P2P3)2 ql /Z(1-Fl-F2+ q)5/2 o x oy 

where all the partial derivatives arc evaluated at 
(xo ,Yo). The terms in H arise severally from PI, Pz, 
P3, and P4 after the factor Gn is taken out and ar c 
given in that order . The contribution from P s is of 
order n - l as compared to the other terms and hence 
absorbed in O(n - l ) in (4.1). 

(4) M ake the transformations 

nI/Z (xo-a)!1 
u [Fl (1- F 1) )1 /Z' 

--- - -- ------------

o that 

an d P (q,xo,yo)clxodYodq goes into P (q,u,v) drJ.dudv, 
where P is used generically to denote a pelf imd IS not 
the Sfl,me function from equation to equaLion . 

(5) Expand en,cll function of (u ,v) in .NLwlaurin's 
series up to the terms of order n-l , e.g., 

where Xo and Yo ILre replaced ill tel'ms of u and v. 
Then 

log G=w(q) + (xo-a) (q-F) lcdl {1c2CI - F (F2-F )(1 

- F2) } + (Yo- (3) (q- F)lcdz {lc2c2-F(F1 

1 
- F ) (1- F I) } -2 (xo- aFlcdH lc2cI+ (1 

- 2Cl)F(Fz-F) (1- F z) + (q- F)AI} -~ (Yo 

- (3Flcd H lc2C~+ (1-2cz) F (F 1 - F ) (1- F 1) 

+ (q- F )Az} - (xo- a) (Yo- (3) lcdd z { lc?,c ,c2 

- cIF(FI- F) (1- F 1) -C2F(F2-F) (1 - F 2) 

+ F (FI- F) (F2-F ) + (q- F)A3} + O(n- 3/Z) . 

HCl'e, CI a nd C2 arc defined in the beginning of t.hiR 
section ; AI , A z, and A 3 are some con tants depending 
only on the parameters of F (x, y ) and neeel not be 
specified, as it will be seen presen tly that (q- F) is 
of order n - 1/2; 

1jlcl = F(FI - F) (Fz-F) (1- F I- F2+ F ), 

lc2= FIF2(1 -FI-F2+2F)-F 2; 

and 

F F - F F - F 
w(q) = q log - +(FI - q) log -I - +(Fz- q) log -2-

q ~-q ~- q 

1-FI-F2+ F + (1-Fl - F2+ q) log . . 
1- F 1- F 2+ q 

It is easy to verify that w(q) has an absolute m,txi
mum at q= F in the range of values of q and w(F ) 
= w' (F) = 0. Expfl,nding w (q) ill a T aylol" s series 
abou t q= F, 
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Each function of q is expanded about q= F and 
the transformation 

(4.3) 

is made with a similar t ransformation T on the 
random variable Q. The pdf of (T, U,V), p (t,u,v) 
is then given by 

(4.4) 

where 

p 

I ~7C;[lc2cl-F(F2-F)(1-F2)1 
"I I ' -V (1- p2) F2(1- F2) 

THEOREM. 1 he asymptotic joint distribution of 
the variates (X ;, Y;) is normal with parameters 

VarX; 

Cov (X;,Y;) 

Integrating p (t,u,v) with respect to U and v, it is 
found that the distribution of T is asymptotically 
normal with mean zero and variance 

Hence, from (4.3), Q is asymptotically normally 
distributed with mean F and variance 

~7C;[k2c2-F (Fl- F ) (1-F l) 1 
h2 ~(1-p2)FI(1 -FI) • 

(4.5) The variate M in, which is discrete-valued, is 

The limits of variation of u and v are (- 00, (0) and 
those of t are (- d.,.,rn, +d2~n) where dl and d2 

are positive constants independent of n. In fact, 

When n -'7OO the joint distribution of (T,U,V) 
is a trivariate normal with mean vector (0,0,0) 
and covariance mfttrix V obtained from 

- hi 

hI+(1- p2)-1 

hlh2- p(1- p2)-1 

- h2 ] 
hlh2- p(1- p2) - 1 . 

h~+ (1- pZ) - 1 

(4.6) 

Integrating out t, the asymptotic pdf of (U, V ) 
is obtained as 

- 00 ~ U, v ~ 00, (4.7) 

so that p is the correlation coefficient between U and 
V and hence between X ; and Y;. The following 
theorem may then be stated: 

distinguished from Q, which possesses a pdf. How
ever, if q= mln, 

(4.9) 

5 . Confidence Limits on Quantiles 

Since X; is asymptotically normal with mean a 
and variance 

confidence limits on a with confidence coefficient 
(1- 1') are given by X ;±Z -Y O' i' H ere, 0< 1'< 1, and 

However, 0'; remains undetermined unless 11 is known. 
Exact nonparametric confidence limits on quantiles 
are readily available.3 However, an alternate pro
cedure is outlined here which provides an asymptotic 
estimate of fl and hence of 0';. 

Consider the joint distribution of (X ;-k,X;, 
X ;+l) , where as n -'700, i-'7OO in such a way that 
i ln -'7FI while kin and lin both tend to zero. k and 
l may be taken to be of order na, 0 ~a< l. The 
probability that t~X; ~t+dt, tl ~X;_k~ tl + dtl , 
tZ ~X;+I ~t2+ dtz, is given by p (t,t1,tz) dtdt1dtz, where 

3 S. S. Wilk,. Order statistics, Am. Math. Roc. Bull. 54, 6 (1948); G. E. Noethero 
On confidence limits for quantiles, Ann. Math . Stat. 19, 416 (1948). 
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lVIake the followin a- transformation : 

U= n (X ;-a)JI, 
.,jF1(l - F I ) 

U n (X' "tT') 2= [ t+ z- .. '''q ' (5,2) 

with corresponding transformations from (t ,tJ,t2) to 
(U,UI,U2). Use Stirling's approximations for factor
iRIs involving i and n. Expand each funcLion of U 

in Maclaurin's series and let n _oo. vVe finally ob
tain the asymptotic joint pdf of (U,uI,u2) given by 

e- ,,2/2 (lef )k (z-r ) I 
1? (1.l U u )=-- __ I_ uk - Ie - kfIUI _ '.!_ I_ ul - 1e 11"2 

, I, 2 "hTr (le - 1)! I (l- 1) ! 2 

-oo:::;' u :::;'oo, O :::;'~, U2:::;'m. (5,3) 

The following statements are true asymptotically. 
(1) (U,uI,U2) form an independent se t of variates , 
(2) 2leIIU I = 2nfl (X;- X; -k) is a X2 variate with 2lc 

degrees of freedom , 
(3) 2l!IU2= 2nfl(X ;+I-XD i a X2 variate with 2l 

degrees of freedom. 
(4) Hence, 

i a)(2 variate with 2(k + l ) degrees of freedom, 
distributed independently of X;. 

(5) Thus, 

W U(k+ l ) (X ;-a)(lc+ l) 
}I (lcUI+ lU2) .JnFI ( l - F I) (X;+Z-X; -k) 

(5,4) 

IS distributed as the ratio of a N(O,l) vari ate and 

p= 4F- 1, 

hl = 2c1- 1 , 
"II p2 

lCl 1= F 2(1/2- F )2, 

h = 2C2- 1 , 
2 .J1- p2 

Now O:::;'c l , c2:::;'1, 0:::;'F:::;'1 /2, and the expression 
in the square brackets has a maximum equal to 
2+ 2Ipl= max {8F, 4(1 - 2F) } for variations of CI and 
C2. Thus, 

The last bound is the least upper bound of the 
expression in the middle and is attained when F = O 
or 1/2. 

Hence Q± Z-y / (2.Jn) are asymptotic nonparametric 

an independent X2 vari ate divided by its number of 
degree of freedom 2(k + l ) , 

W is independent of the parameter 11 ; however , 
the distribution function of sueh a ratio has not been 
tabulated, hence, at pre ent, it is of little practical 
use. Ho\vever, 11fl can be estimated by 

U 3= (leU I + lU 2)I(lc+ l ), (5.5) 

w],ich has mean value equal to 1 If I and variance 
(k+ l)- lfl- 2 • Thus 

(5 ,6) 

is an unbiased estimator of rT t with known distribu
tion, still in the asymptot ic sense. 

In practice, k and t may be taken of order n 1/ 2• 

6 . Confidence Limits on F and p 

The asymptotic maximum likelihood estimator of 
F is lvlln which has asymptotic variance rTb given 
by (4,8). Solution of the inequfllities 

- Z-y rTQ:::;'Q - F :::;' Z -yrTQ 
gives 

to obtain a ympto tic co nfidence lilni ts on F with 
confidence coeffici ent (1- ,),), For large n , rTQ may 
be replaced by SQ, where S~ is obtained from the 
right-hand side of (4.8) by replacing F by Q. Thus, 
to order n- I12 , 100(1-,),) percent confidence limi t 
for Fare Q± Z-ySQ' 

Here, aga,in, there i the difficul ty of nuisance 
parameters C1 and C2. To show how to overcome 
this difficulty, the case of median is presented. 

When FI = F2= 1/2, 

(6.1) 

confidence limits on F with confidence coefficient at 
least equal to 1-,),. 

Going back to the general case, it is observed that 

(6.3) 

is the asymptotic maximum likelihood estimator of p. 
Confidence limits on p are easily se t up as p is a 
linear function of F, and r of Q. 
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A special case . If F(x,y) is a bivariate normal with 
correlation parameter p* then, for Fl = F2 = 1/2, 

1 1 F=--- cos - lp* 
2 27r ' 

p*= sin ~ p= sin ~ (4F- 1), 

F(1-2F) 
~7, v.. 2n' 

and 100(1 -')') percen t asymptotic confidence limits 
for p* are 

sin [~ { 4Q-1 ± Z y,!SQ( I - 2Q)/n}} 

as sin (J is a monotonically increasing function of e in 
(- 7r/2,7r/2) . 

7. Generalization 

The results of this paper can be generalized to the 
case of a set of quantiles in samples from a multi
variate population possessing a pdf and satisfying 
certain continuity conditions. From the discussion 
of Mood (see footnote 2) of the joint distribution of 
medians in samples from a multivariate population, 
and from considerations of the generalizations of 
eq (3 .3), it is seen that the asymptotic distribution 
of quantiles will be multivariate normal. To be 
more explicit, the joint distribution of a set of quan
tiles is obtained as a weighted sum of multinomials 
and multinomials are known to tend to normal under 
suitable linear transformations on the variates. Thus 
to specify the asymptotic distribution only asymptotic 
means and covariances of the variates are needed. 
However, these can be determined by considering 
the marginal bivariate distributions. 

Then the following conjecture may be stated: 

CONJECTURE. Let F (XI' ... , xp) be the distribu-
tion function of (Xl' ... , Xp) possessing a pdf 
f(xI, ... , xp). Let the marginal distribution of X i 
be denoted by F i(x) and that of (Xi,Xj) by F ij(x,y) 
and corresponding pdf's by fi(x) and j;, j(x,y). Lot 

i=1,2, ... , p 

be ri quantiles of F i(X), Continuity of the partial 
derivatives of F up to order p at the points 
(alfl' .. . , aVjp) is assumed for all possible values 
of (jl, ... , jp). Let a sample of size n be drawn 
and the values of each variate be ordered so that 

X' (i1) < X'(i2) < ... < X'(in), i=l, 2, ... , p. 

Let k ij, j = l, 2, ... , ri, i= l , 2, .. . , p be 
the integers such that 

Then the asymptotic joint distribution of the 
variates {X'(ikij) } is normal with parameters 

j = 1, 2, . . . , r i, i= l , 2, ... , p; 

Fi ,l(aij,alm)-Fi (ai j)Fl (aim) 
nJi (aii)Jl (aim) , 

j = 1,2, ., r ;, i= 1, 2, ., p, 

m= 1,2, .,rz, l= 1,2, .,p. 

. H ere F i,i(aihaim) is to bc interpreted in the follow
mg way: 

j~m. 

The author acknowledges the helpful criticism and 
comments by Dr. Edwin L . Crow on an earlier draft 
of this paper. 
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